Developing a bone mineral density test result letter to send to patients: a mixed-methods study
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Purpose: To use a mixed-methods approach to develop a letter that can be used to notify patients of their bone mineral density (BMD) results by mail that may activate patients in their bone-related health care.

Patients and methods: A multidisciplinary team developed three versions of a letter for reporting BMD results to patients. Trained interviewers presented these letters in a random order to a convenience sample of adults, aged 50 years and older, at two different health care systems. We conducted structured interviews to examine the respondents’ preferences and comprehension among the various letters.

Results: A total of 142 participants completed the interview. A majority of the participants were female (64.1%) and white (76.1%). A plurality of the participants identified a specific version of the three letters as both their preferred version (45.2%; P<0.001) and as the easiest to understand (44.6%; P<0.01). A majority of participants preferred that the letters include specific next steps for improving their bone health.

Conclusion: Using a mixed-methods approach, we were able to develop and optimize a printed letter for communicating a complex test result (BMD) to patients. Our results may offer guidance to clinicians, administrators, and researchers who are looking for guidance on how to communicate complex health information to patients in writing.
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Introduction

Osteoporosis, a condition characterized by decreased bone density, predisposes affected individuals to fractures after minor falls or minor trauma (eg, bumping into a table). Osteoporosis-related fractures are associated with increased mortality and reduced quality of life and will affect approximately 50% of postmenopausal women and 25% of men >50 years old in the US. Fortunately, two inexpensive and widely accessible tools exist for identifying patients with osteoporosis – dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) and the Fracture Risk Assessment Tool (FRAX®; World Health Organization Collaborating Centre for Metabolic Bone Diseases, University of Sheffield, UK). DXA is a reliable and painless diagnostic test for measuring bone mineral density (BMD). FRAX® is an online calculator that uses DXA results and other patient factors (eg, age, body mass index, fracture history, tobacco, and alcohol use, etc) to compute a patient’s individualized 10-year risk of major osteoporotic fracture. Together, DXA and FRAX® provide the information that both patients and providers need to engage in shared medical decision making with respect to osteoporosis.

However, communicating complex test results, such as DXA, to patients is fraught with difficulty. Both health literacy and numeracy are barriers to sharing test results with patients. Health literacy is a factor in patient comprehension of any
type of health-related communication and is a problem for most people in the US. Poor health literacy has been linked to decreases in patients’ ability to manage their health. Numeracy – the ability a person has to understand probability – is also poor, even for those who are highly educated. Most patients may have trouble comprehending their DXA results and FRAX®, given the poor health literacy and numeracy levels in the US.

In addition to issues of health literacy and numeracy, additional barriers in communicating DXA results exist. For example, testing centers may fail to communicate DXA results to providers. Providers may also have difficulty understanding DXA results and at times may also fail to communicate DXA results to patients. Then even when results are effectively communicated, appropriate treatment may not be initiated. In an effort to overcome these barriers and to improve osteoporosis care, many investigators have undertaken interventions aimed at educating providers about osteoporosis; however, many of these efforts have been unsuccessful at improving care.

More recently, researchers seeking to improve care in both osteoporosis and other conditions have turned to patient activation models, which focus quality improvement efforts at the patient. These models have been based upon the assumption that the patient has the greatest motivation and interest in ensuring that he/she receives high-quality care. Over the past decade, our team has been progressively studying patient activation interventions focused upon having DXA testing centers directly communicate DXA results to patients. Our model differs from traditional clinical practice in which bone density testing centers typically send DXA results to the ordering physicians only. Our model is designed to overcome several of the barriers previously mentioned by ensuring that the DXA results are communicated to patients, something that other studies have found to be a problem.

In earlier studies, we have demonstrated that both physicians and patients would be amenable to a system of DXA centers directly reporting results to patients but at the present time we are unaware of a theoretically driven and rigorously derived letter for communicating DXA results to patients.

With funding from the US National Institutes of Health, we are conducting a randomized controlled trial – the Patient Activation After DXA Result Notification (PAADRN) study (NCT01507662). The aim of the PAADRN study is to evaluate the impact that a mailed DXA result notification letter has on patients’ knowledge of osteoporosis, follow-up with their health care provider, and change in bone-related preventative health behaviors (eg, calcium and vitamin D intake, osteoporosis medication adherence, and exercise).

A key component of the PAADRN study has been the development of a DXA result letter that could be mailed to patients by DXA testing centers. With this background, the aim of the current study is to describe our efforts using a mixed-methods approach to develop and pilot test a letter for communicating DXA results to a spectrum of patients who might be typical of those patients seen in many osteoporosis clinics.

Materials and methods

Letter development

Our research team consisted of health care practitioners and health communication experts (faculty and staff with graduate degrees in health education and communication). We began by creating a list of key information that we deemed important to communicate to patients who had just had a DXA scan; our list was informed by the Health Belief Model (Figure 1). This information included:

1. DXA: an explanation that they had a DXA and the date performed.
2. T-score: a score that gives an individual’s bone density compared to the bone density of a normal 30 year old.
3. Diagnosis or impression: typically derived from the T-score and categorized as normal, low-bone density (osteopenia), or osteoporosis.
4. FRAX®: individual’s 10-year probability of major osteoporotic fracture (fracture in the hip, vertebrae, distal forearm, and proximal humerus).
5. Recommendations: actions patients can take to improve their bone health and to follow-up with their health care provider.

Based upon the list of required topics we wanted to include in the letter, we created several draft versions of a DXA result letter for internal review that represented differing styles, phrasing, and ordering of various pieces of information. All letters were written for a sixth grade reading level as per the Fry Readability Formula, contained the same content, and used a 12-point serif font as per best-practices guidelines. The draft letters were ultimately reduced to three test versions for pilot testing (letter A, letter B, and letter C). Figure 2 displays the three versions; Figure 3 highlights the key differences between the letters.

Design

We used a mixed-methods approach to identify the potential participants’ letter preference and their rationale for these
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**Individual perceptions**

- **Perceived susceptibility**
  - T-score and DXA impression (normal, low, or osteoporosis)

**Modifying factors**

- **Demographic variables**

**Likelihood of action**

- **Perceived benefits**
  - Actions to take to improve bones and follow-up with provider

**Perceived barriers**

- **Taking health action**
  - Increase weight-bearing exercise, calcium, and/or pharmacotherapy

**Cues to action**

- Result letter itself

---

**Figure 1** Critical topics in the DXA result letter linked to the Health Belief Model.

**Abbreviations:** DXA, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry; FRAX®, Fracture Risk Assessment Tool (World Health Organization Collaborating Centre for Metabolic Bone Diseases, University of Sheffield, UK).

---

**Figure 2** Three versions of the DXA result notification letter (A–C).

**Abbreviations:** DXA, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry; FRAX®, Fracture Risk Assessment Tool.
preferences. Quantitative measures were employed to identify significant differences within these constructs with regard to differently worded test result letters. Open-ended qualitative items were included to provide a contextualized understanding of these trends and more readily identify effective ways to refine the letters for greatest effect. By collecting the participants’ own words to justify their ranking, we were able to identify larger health literacy and risk perception issues to be addressed in our randomized controlled trial.

**Participants and recruitment**

After developing the three candidate versions of the letter, we used a mixed-methods approach to examine: which version of the letter was preferred; why one version was preferred relative to others; and to obtain suggestions for improvement in our letters. We approached a convenience sample of patients and visitors from the campus of a large teaching hospital in the Midwestern US (site A) and a private outpatient clinic in the Southeastern US (site B). Participants were deemed eligible for our study if they met the enrollment criteria for the PAADRN study for which we were developing the mailed letters. Specifically, we were seeking males and females, 50 years of age and older. We excluded people who did not speak and read English, prisoners, and those with mental disabilities. Similar to the PAADRN study eligibility criteria, we included both adults who had received prior DXA testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Number of sentences</th>
<th>Word count</th>
<th>Fry readability</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>6th grade</td>
<td>Diagnosis and T-score in first paragraph.</td>
<td>“We wish to tell you the result of your recent bone density scan (DXA). If you show you have osteoporosis”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fracture risk in second paragraph and given as a percentage and fraction.</td>
<td>“Your chance of fracturing a bone in the next 10 years is 21%. This means that about 21 out of 100 people like you will break a major bone in the next 10 years”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General statement that bones can be improved and to read brochure for more information.</td>
<td>“There are things you can do to keep your bones strong and prevent them from breaking. Please read the enclosed brochure to learn more about bone health”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Instruction underlined.</td>
<td>“Also, take this brochure and letter and discuss them with your health care provider at your next appointment”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thanks patient.</td>
<td>“Thank you for allowing us to help in meeting your health care needs”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>6th grade</td>
<td>Date of DXA and general information about T-score, but not personalized result.</td>
<td>“On 11/29/10 you had a bone density scan (DXA scan). The scanner reports your bone density as a T-score. This score is made by comparing your bones to a 30-year old. This is the age when bones are strongest”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Results given (T-score, diagnosis and FRAX) in second paragraph. FRAX sentence specifies bones at risk.</td>
<td>“Your T-score is a -2.8, which means that your bone density shows osteoporosis. Your risk of breaking a bone in your spine, forearm, shoulder, or hip in the next ten years is 21%”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Specific ways to improve bone health. Instructions are NOT underlined.</td>
<td>“Your bone health care can be improved with calcium, diet, and exercise. Some people may need medication. Please read the enclosed pamphlet to learn more. Bring this letter and pamphlet with you to your next health care appointment”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Does not thank patient.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>6th grade</td>
<td>Date and reason for test.</td>
<td>“This letter is to tell you of your results from your DXA scan done on 11/29/10. This test was done to find out how strong your bones are”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Results given (diagnosis, T-score and FRAX). Most read brochure to learn about T-score. FRAX sentence does not list specific bones.</td>
<td>“According to your scan, you have osteoporosis. This result is based off your T-score of -2.8. The brochure that came with this letter will tell you more about a T-score. You have a 21% chance of breaking a major bone in the next 10 years”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General statement that bone health can be improved. Lists steps on how and underlines instruction to call health care provider.</td>
<td>“You can do things to keep your bones strong and prevent one from breaking. First, read the brochure to learn how. Second, make an appointment with your health care provider to discuss your results. It will help to bring this letter and the brochure to your appointment”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thanks patient.</td>
<td>“Thank you for allowing us to help you with your bone health”.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3** Key characteristics and differences among the three versions of the DXA result letter.  
**Abbreviations**: DXA, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry; FRAX®, Fracture Risk Assessment Tool.
and adults who had not. Research assistants who were trained in quantitative and qualitative interview techniques approached potential participants in the clinic waiting areas and lobbies of our two study sites. Participants were given parking vouchers and/or gift cards in appreciation for their participation. This study was approved by the institutional review board at each site.

**Interview**

We conducted audio-recorded structured interviews with each participant to gain an understanding of his or her preferences and suggestions regarding the sample letters. After approaching a subject and obtaining agreement to participate, the interviewer guided each subject through a series of steps:

**Step 1. Study introduction and reading of the letters.**

A research assistant introduced the study to each subject using the following script: “Some people need to have a test called a DXA done to figure out how strong their bones are. After the test is done, the results are sent to their doctor. In addition to this, we want to send the test results directly to patients in a letter that will be easy for them to understand. We would like your help in trying to figure out the best way to write the results to those patients receiving them so they understand what they mean. We have written three versions of a sample letter that could be sent to patients. Please read these letters and help us design the best letter. Please read letter A and let me know when you are finished.” Participants were then presented with each letter (in a random order) sequentially and asked to read it. The letters were presented in a random order to ensure that our results were not influenced by the priming of participants that might have occurred if a fixed sequence had been used.

**Step 2. Participants were asked to state the main point of the letter and the action they would take, if any, after receiving this letter.**

**Step 3. Participants were instructed to annotate the letters by using assorted stickers to identify words, phrases, or sentences they liked and/or found confusing.**

**Step 4. Participants were asked to verbally explain the reasoning behind all stickers.**

**Step 5. Participants were asked to compare the letters and identify which was: 1) their favorite; 2) their least favorite; 3) the easiest to understand; 4) the hardest to understand; and 5) the letter that made them the most worried.**

**Step 6. Participants were asked to explain their reasons for identifying the letters in these categories and to provide suggestions for improving the letters.**

To aid our analysis, we collected additional information, including demographics (age, race, sex), educational attainment, health numeracy (using a subset of questions from the Subjective Numeracy Scale), and three health literacy screening items. We also collected information on each participant’s current employment; history of fracture; diagnosis with osteoporosis or low bone density; exposure to DXA; and how they would rank their overall health. See the Supplementary materials for the interview script pertinent to this data collection phase.

**Analysis**

We used a sequential mixed-methods approach for data analysis, prioritizing the analysis of the quantitative data to focus our analysis of the qualitative data. The quantitative data were used to compare participant rankings of letter preference, comprehension, and worry for the three letters. We used qualitative methods to analyze results from the interview transcripts.

**Quantitative analyses**

We first compared demographic (eg, age, race, sex) and clinical characteristics (eg, history of prior DXA scans, history of osteoporosis, or prior fracture) of subjects from the two sites. We used two-sample Student’s t-test for comparisons of continuous variables and the chi-squared test for categorical variables. We examined whether the participants’ choice of their favorite letter and most easily understood letter differed statistically by sex, race, age, education and site, using Cochran–Mantel–Haenszel statistics, and by average literacy and numeracy, using analysis of variance. The pairwise comparison significance level was adjusted by Tukey’s test. All analyses were performed using SAS Version 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). An alpha level of 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

To examine participant preference and comprehension of the distinct components of the letters, each letter was broken down into each of the five critical elements discussed previously (DXA, T-score, diagnosis, FRAX®, and recommendations). We coded each topic in each letter as “liked” or “disliked” for each participant’s critique of each letter. We then examined the frequency of the number of “likes”
and “dislikes” for each topic from each letter to assess which components of each letter were preferred.

**Qualitative analyses**

Two trained qualitative analysts reviewed the interview transcripts to develop a codebook for categorizing participants’ rationales for preferring one letter versus another and for particular sections/phrasings of text within the individual letters. A random sample of 10% of the transcripts were reviewed in duplicate by the first author; disagreements in coding were resolved through discussion with the coders. The participants’ rationale for sticker placement was then layered onto this coding to foster rapid comparison across the three letters. After the completion of the coding of all the transcripts and passages, the codes were independently reviewed by two of the authors (SWE and SLS), who identified general themes to characterize participants’ beliefs and preferences with respect to the letters and to the optimal communication of the DXA results. These themes were compared, refined, and synthesized to develop a final letter reflecting participant preference and comprehension. Interviews were coded using qualitative data analysis software (MAXQDA Version 10, VERBI Software GmbH, Marburg, Germany).

**Results**

**Participants**

We interviewed 142 participants. A majority of the participants were female (64.1%) and Caucasian (76.1%); the mean age was 64.0 (±8.3) years. Site B had a higher percentage of women (P=0.03), a higher percentage of African Americans (P<0.001), and a higher level of education (P<0.01) when compared to site A (Table 1). Across sites, more than one-half of subjects reported their health as “very good” or “excellent” (54.7%). The findings are presented according to the survey items and responses to the quantitative results with participants’ qualitative rationale.

**Letter comprehension**

Letter B was ranked as the easiest to understand by a significantly higher percentage of respondents (44.6%) than letter A (26.9%) or letter C (19.2%) (P<0.001); 9.2% of participants had no preference (Table 2). Conversely, letter C was viewed as the most difficult letter to understand by 27.0% of participants.

### Table 1 Characteristics of participants in the study sample, % (n)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All sites (n=142)</th>
<th>Site A (n=80; 56.3%)</th>
<th>Site B (n=62; 43.7%)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex, %</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>64.1 (91)</td>
<td>56.3 (45)</td>
<td>74.2 (46)</td>
<td>*0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age, %</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–59</td>
<td>35.2 (50)</td>
<td>28.8 (23)</td>
<td>43.5 (27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–69</td>
<td>38.7 (55)</td>
<td>41.3 (33)</td>
<td>35.5 (22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70+</td>
<td>26.1 (37)</td>
<td>30.0 (24)</td>
<td>21.0 (13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education, %</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td>22.3 (29)</td>
<td>30.4 (21)</td>
<td>13.1 (8)</td>
<td>*0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>33.9 (44)</td>
<td>37.7 (26)</td>
<td>29.5 (18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College graduate or more</td>
<td>43.9 (57)</td>
<td>31.9 (22)</td>
<td>57.4 (35)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race, %</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>76.1 (108)</td>
<td>92.5 (74)</td>
<td>54.8 (34)</td>
<td>*&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>19.0 (27)</td>
<td>3.8 (3)</td>
<td>38.7 (24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4.9 (7)</td>
<td>3.8 (3)</td>
<td>6.5 (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Literacy, mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td>3.3 (0.6)</td>
<td>3.4 (0.6)</td>
<td>3.2 (0.5)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Numeracy, mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td>3.5 (1.4)</td>
<td>4.3 (1.2)</td>
<td>2.5 (0.9)</td>
<td>*&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General health, %</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>13.9 (18)</td>
<td>13.2 (9)</td>
<td>14.5 (9)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>40.8 (53)</td>
<td>45.6 (31)</td>
<td>35.5 (22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>36.9 (48)</td>
<td>33.8 (23)</td>
<td>40.3 (25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>7.7 (10)</td>
<td>7.4 (5)</td>
<td>8.1 (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>0.8 (1)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1.6 (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bone health, %</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of previous DXA</td>
<td>46.2 (60)</td>
<td>38.2 (26)</td>
<td>54.8 (34)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of osteoporosis or osteopenia</td>
<td>24.2 (32)</td>
<td>18.6 (13)</td>
<td>30.7 (19)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture history</td>
<td>16.2 (21)</td>
<td>13.2 (9)</td>
<td>19.4 (12)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Indicates variables for which the sites are significantly different (P<0.05).

Abbreviations: DXA, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry; SD, standard deviation.
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participants as compared to 22.2% for letter A and 19.1% for letter B, although these differences were not statistically significant ($P=0.4$). Also, 31.8% of respondents had no opinion for which letter was the most difficult to understand. Results were generally similar when patients were stratified by sex, education, age, site, and race (Table 2).

As we evaluated our qualitative data, we found that participants preferred letter B because its conciseness made it the easiest letter to understand. This reason was reflected in these participant responses:

The way [letter B] is written. It is direct and to the point. That is the way I like things, don’t give me 10 years to think about it. [Participant 49, white, female, age 51]

Stayed to the point, [letter B] didn’t have a lot of language to say one thing. It is clear and flows better. The others have more words to say the same thing. [Participant 54, white, female, age 57]

Less dense and wordy. [Participant 12, white, male, age 65]

Participants listed several reasons as to why letter C was the most difficult to understand. Most of the reasons included the way the letter was worded and that it did not provide enough information:

There was not enough information and left me thinking that I have to call my doctor to find out anything. [Participant 33, white, female, age 74]

You had to read the brochure to tell you about the T-score instead of a description in the letter itself. [Participant 46, African American, male, age 53]

When asked what actions they would take after receiving each letter, participants commonly stated that they would contact their health care provider. Letter B prompted more participants to state they would take actions to improve their bones. Letter C was the only letter that seemed to provoke a negative action from participants as three of them stated they would cry if they received letter C in the mail.

I would cry. Because it sounds like I have cancer and am going to die. I would not read the brochure … I would call the doctor. [Participant 4, white, male age 65]

I would cry. And then maybe read the letter over a few times to see if there is anything else I could do. [Participant 54, white, female, age 57]

Cry a lot. [Letter C] doesn’t explain what is going on. I would have to get on the telephone and call the doctor and then talk to his nurse. [Participant 39, African American, female, age 65]

Letter preference

More participants preferred letter B (45.2%) than letter A (30.4%) and letter C (24.4%), ($P<0.01$); 0.7% of participants had no preference (Table 3). When asked which letter they least preferred, 31.3% of participants listed letter C, you had to read the brochure to tell you about the T-score instead of a description in the letter itself. [Participant 46, African American, male, age 53]

When asked what actions they would take after receiving each letter, participants commonly stated that they would contact their health care provider. Letter B prompted more participants to state they would take actions to improve their bones. Letter C was the only letter that seemed to provoke a negative action from participants as three of them stated they would cry if they received letter C in the mail.

I would cry. Because it sounds like I have cancer and am going to die. I would not read the brochure … I would call the doctor. [Participant 4, white, male age 65]

I would cry. And then maybe read the letter over a few times to see if there is anything else I could do. [Participant 54, white, female, age 57]

Cry a lot. [Letter C] doesn’t explain what is going on. I would have to get on the telephone and call the doctor and then talk to his nurse. [Participant 39, African American, female, age 65]

Letter preference

More participants preferred letter B (45.2%) than letter A (30.4%) and letter C (24.4%), ($P<0.01$); 0.7% of participants had no preference (Table 3). When asked which letter they least preferred, 31.3% of participants listed letter C,
29.0% listed letter A, and 26.0% listed letter B – but these differences were not statistically significant ($P=0.7$). In addition, 13.7% had no preference and responses were missing for 8% of participants. These results did not differ significantly when respondents were stratified by sex, education level, age, site, or race (Table 3). Those with a lower than average literacy scores were significantly more likely to favor letter A or letter B than letter C ($P<0.01$), but preference did not vary by average numeracy score ($P=0.7$).

In supporting qualitative analysis, participants who preferred letter B mentioned that they liked how letter B provided suggestions for actions that they could take to improve their bones and the way the information on the T-score was presented:

[Letter B] explained bones in easier to understand way and told how to improve bone health instead of having to read the brochure. It was short and concise. [Participant 40, white, male, age 59].

[Letter B] seemed less stressful reading through it. It made the bad news appear that there is still something you could do with the calcium and exercise. [Participant 20, white, female, age 56].

If you can explain a T-score in a sentence it is good to include that and the reference point in letter B to a 30 year old is good. [Participant 46, African American, male, age 53].

Participants who preferred letter C the least said that it needed more information:

Too vague. It left me hanging. [Participant 123, African American, female, age 57].

[Letter C] didn’t really explain as much as the other two letters. [Participant 11, white, male, age 64].

### Preference for five critical topics

When asked about which letter explained and described the DXA test best, 26% preferred the phrasing in letter C (Figure 4). Alternatively, subjects liked the description of the T-score, diagnosis, and the post-DXA recommendations provided in letter B. The explanation of the FRAX® was most liked in letter A. Conversely, the DXA topic was disliked more frequently in letter C; the T-score topic was disliked the most for letter B, and the FRAX® topic for letter A.

The data that we collected regarding specific sections of the letters that participants liked and disliked provided us an opportunity to examine why specific phrasing was liked or disliked. Exemplars for each topic are presented in Table 4. Overall, it appeared that participants liked knowing their T-score and what that score meant. They also liked getting a concise list of recommendations of things they could do to improve their bones.
Creating final result letter

We created a final DXA result letter by synthesizing the feedback from all participants regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the individual letters and suggestions that participants provided with respect to the five key elements included in the letters (Figure 5). Our final letter was largely based upon letter B. Letter B was generally viewed the most favorably, but modifications were made to reflect participant feedback. For example, we chose to remove two sentences explaining the T-score, because respondents frequently cited these phrases as areas of confusion. Likewise, since many participants liked the portion of letter A that provided FRAX® as both a percentage and a fraction, we added this sentence to letter B. The final DXA result letter used for the PAADRN trial is reported elsewhere.

Discussion

We report on the process of developing a DXA result notification letter using a mixed-methods approach to solicit guidance from our target audience of adults aged 50 and older who would likely be considered for bone density testing. The feedback that we received helped us to improve our letter in several ways. Moreover, our experience should serve as a guide to both researchers and clinicians who are looking to pilot test and implement new mechanisms for communicating complex test results to patients.

A number of our findings warrant elaboration. First, it is important to explain the rationale for developing letters to communicate test results; such efforts are important. It is now recognized that anywhere from 3%–30% of abnormal test results may simply be missed. The causes of missed test results are complex, but the net effect is that patients do not receive the treatments they should after abnormal test results. Directly communicating results to patients is one mechanism for preventing missed test results. Communicating test results to patients not only can improve patient safety by preventing missed test results, but it also can help to activate patients and engage them in the care and management of their health condition. Whether using a mailed letter, secure Internet emailing, or electronic patient portals embedded into electronic health records, there have been few empirical studies evaluating how best to communicate complex medical results to patients. Communicating test results is made more complex by the varying levels of health literacy and numeracy of patients that must be incorporated into any communication materials. Not only does the current study chronicle our efforts to develop a letter for communicating DXA results, but our study also provides guidance to researchers, clinicians, and health communication experts in our general technique and methods for developing our materials.

Second, it is important to discuss briefly the aspects of our letters that patients liked and disliked. One of the
Table 4 Frequency of participant responses on five critical topics in the letter and a typical qualitative response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical topic</th>
<th>Letter A</th>
<th>Letter B</th>
<th>Letter C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DXA</td>
<td>Like</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dislike</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-score</td>
<td>Like</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dislike</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>Like</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dislike</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAX®</td>
<td>Like</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dislike</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations</td>
<td>Like</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dislike</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“...it is very, very direct. This is why you had the test, because sometimes we don’t know why we had the test”. 
“Don’t like the wording. Letter A explained it better”. 
“It explains the person into what the test results are and what that means for their health condition”. 
“Didn’t like the comparison to a 30-year old”. 
“It explained T-score, how to read it, and what the results meant”. 
“...it gives you information on what you can do to improve your bone health”. 
“You need to tell people about the calcium, diet and exercise, so they know what to talk about with the doctor”. 

Abbreviations: DXA, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry; FRAX®, Fracture Risk Assessment Tool.

three letters (letter B) was clearly preferred over the others. Participants cited the fact that letter B was concise and provided the specific steps that subjects could take to improve their bone health. Several participants also mentioned that letter B made them more hopeful—an important consideration when balancing the need to warn patients adequately about their test result without unduly frightening them.

It is important to mention several limitations in our study. Our sample was highly educated with only 22% of respondents reporting a high school education or less. A population with greater or lesser educational attainment may have yielded different results. Second, our study population was predominantly composed of non-Hispanic whites and African Americans drawn from two medical centers. Letter preferences might differ in other settings and populations.

Third, our written letter was developed for a single test (DXA). Adapting our mailed letter to other modes of communication (eg, email, text message) should be done with care. Likewise, while our study provides a template for the
August 27, 2013
Dear Pat Patella:

On 8/1/2013 you had a bone density scan (DXA scan). The scanner reports your bone density as a T-score. This score is made by comparing your bones to the age when bones are strongest.

Your T-score is a −0.5, which means that your bone density is normal. Your risk of breaking a bone in your spine, forearm, shoulder, or hip in next ten years is 3%. This means that about 3 out of 100 people like you will break one of these bones in the next 10 years.

Your bone health can be improved with calcium, diet, and exercise. Some people may need medication. Please read the enclosed pamphlet to learn more. Bring this letter and pamphlet with you to your next health care appointment.

The report of your DXA scan was sent to the health care provider who ordered the scan. If you have questions about your results, call him or her.

Thank you for taking part in this research study.

Sincerely,

Peter Cram, MD

Figure 5 Final DXA result letter with annotations on how created.
Abbreviations: DXA, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry; FRAX®, Fracture Risk Assessment Tool.

The strength of this study is the thought that went into communicating a test result with patients in a feasible manner. While this test result letter is not meant to serve as a consultation with a health care provider, it does increase the likelihood that patients will learn of their DXA results and receive some educational information on osteoporosis. The letter or mode of notification could be tailored to an individual patient based on DXA result, age, sex, culture, or comorbidities. However, tailoring decreases the feasibility and increases the cost of implementing a direct-to-patient result notification process. An additional strength is that
we created a letter following the constructs of the Health Belief Model to motivate behavior change, and we elicited feedback from a diverse, adult population. These processes allowed us to create a final letter used for the PAADR RN trial that was theory driven and based on guidance from clinicians, health communication experts, and our target audience.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, this study summarizes the methods, findings, and challenges involved in developing a letter to notify patients of their DXA results. We demonstrate the conceptual underpinnings, the study design and data collection, data analysis, and results from our efforts to develop a letter to communicate a complex medical test result to a diverse patient population. As noted in this manuscript, people have a preference for health communication materials that are easy to understand. Careful thought and consideration need to be taken in developing health communication materials by addressing health literacy, numeracy, and considering the emotional response patients may have when receiving their test results. Our experience should serve as a guide to others who are attempting to develop such communication materials.
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Supplementary materials
Interview script for eliciting feedback on letter text

Participant #____________________  Site____________________  Date____________________

Some people need to have a test called a DXA done to figure out how strong their bones are. After the test is done the results are sent to their doctor. In addition to this we want to send the test results directly to patients in a letter that will be easy for them to understand. We would like your help in trying to figure out the best way to write the results to those patients receiving them so they understand what they mean.

We have written three versions of a sample letter that could be sent to patients. Please read these letters and help us design the best letter.

Please read letter________, let me know when you are finished (Write letter version in the blanks)

___ 1. What is the main point of this letter?
___ 2. What action would you take if you received this letter?
___ 3. Please put smiley face stickers on any parts of the letter you thought were easy to understand or liked.
___ 4. Please put “frowny” face stickers on any words or sentences you thought were hard to understand or did not like.

(Interviewer – review with patient exact words or phrases labeled and why. For areas marked with “frowny” face stickers ask for opinions on improving it. Write comments on side of this letter)

Now please read this Letter________

___ 1. What is the main point of this letter?
___ 2. What action would you take if you received this letter?
___ 3. Please put smiley face stickers on any parts of the letter you thought were easy to understand or liked.
___ 4. Please put “frowny” face stickers on any words or sentences you thought were hard to understand or did not like.

(Interviewer – review with patient exact words or phrases labeled and why. For areas marked with “frowny” face stickers ask for opinions on improving it. Write comments on side of this letter)

Now read this Letter________

___ 1. What is the main point of this letter?
___ 2. What actions would you take if you received this letter?
___ 3. Please put smiley face stickers on any parts of the letter you thought were easy to understand or liked.
___ 4. Please put “frowny” face stickers on any words or sentences you thought were hard to understand or did not like.

(Interviewer – review with patient exact words or phrases labeled and why. For areas marked with “frowny” face stickers ask for opinions on improving it. Write comments on side of this letter)

Now I am going to ask your opinion about all of the letters:

1. Which letter was your favorite? Why?
2. Which letter did you not like? Why?
3. Which letter was the easiest to understand? Why?
4. Which letter was hardest to understand? Why?
5. Is there anything we could do to make the letters better overall?
6. Which letter makes you feel that your risk of breaking a bone is most serious? Why?

Now I would like to quickly get some information about you.

Please complete the questions below and hand back to me when done.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How good are you at working with fractions?</th>
<th>Not at all good</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Extremely good</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How good are you at figuring out how much a shirt will cost if it is 25% off?</td>
<td>Not at all good</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Extremely good</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do you find numerical information to be useful?</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Very</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Often</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Occasionally</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How often do you have problems learning about your medical condition because of difficulty understanding written information?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How confident are you filling out medical forms by yourself?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do you have someone help you read hospital materials?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Now RA to ask these questions)

1. Have you ever had a DXA (bone density) scan?
   ____ Yes
   ____ No

2. Have you ever been told you have...
   osteoporosis? ____ Yes ____ No
   (If “yes,” skip to 3. If “no,” ask…)
   osteopenia (low bone density)? ____ Yes ____ No

3. Outside a major trauma like a car accident, have you broken a bone since you turned 40?
   ____ Yes
   ____ No

4. In general, would you say that your health is
   ____ Excellent
   ____ Very good
   ____ Good
   ____ Fair
   ____ Poor

5. I am:
   ____ Male
   ____ Female

6. What year were you born? _______

7. What is the highest grade or year of school you completed?
   ____ Some high school or less
   ____ High school graduate
   ____ Some college or technical school or associate’s degree
   ____ Bachelor’s degree
   ____ Graduate or professional degree (for example, MS, MA, MFA, MSW, PhD, JD, MD)

8. What is your current employment status? (please check all that apply)
   ____ Employed Full Time for paid work
   ____ Employed Part Time for paid work
   ____ Homemaker/unpaid work
   ____ Not working and not in school or a training program
   ____ Retired
   ____ Volunteer
   ____ In school or a training program

9. Which one or more of the following would you say is your race/ethnicity (please check all that apply)?
   ____ White
   ____ Hispanic or Latino
   ____ Black or African American
   ____ Asian or Pacific Islander
   ____ American Indian/Alaska Native
   ____ Other
   ____ Prefer not to answer

That is the end of our interview. Thank you so much for taking your time to share your opinions and ideas with us.

Abbreviation: DXA, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry.